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Abstract—Exception handling has been successfully proposed in software engineering practice
as a simple, but effective, technology to address abnormal situations possibly occurring at
runtime. We show how exception handling can be seamlessly integrated in distributed systems,
that are realized as multi-agent systems, at an organizational level, by relying on the notion of
responsibility, and explain its advantages.

INTRODUCTION
Robust software composition is supported by

the use of mechanisms for exception handling
[1]. An exception is a piece of information that
concerns the result of an operation, which is
needed to interpret the result and to identify the
right prosecution to the operation. This paper
deals with exceptions in Multi-Agent Systems
(MAS) [2], that are a special kind of distributed
systems where components are realized as au-
tonomous agents. It is well-known from the liter-
ature [3], [4], [5] that exceptions could increase
the reusability of agents and the robustness of
the MAS, but, for achieving this purpose, it is
necessary to design the way in which agents
deal with exceptions. Generally, an exception is
processed out of the operation that raises it. In
MAS, an exception should travel from the agent
that detects it to another, and continuation after
the exception may involve further (and possibly
many) agents. In other terms, exception handling
is a social concern in MAS.

To accommodate exceptions in MAS, we pro-

pose to rely on the notion of responsibility: the re-
sponsibility to raise exceptions when agents face
abnormal situations as well as the responsibility
to handle the exceptions, raised by others. For
showing the feasibility of the approach we extend
the best-known platform for implementing Multi-
Agent Organizations, i.e., JaCaMo [6].

Social Accomodation of Exceptions
Exceptions allow tailoring the effects of an

operation to the specific purpose of the operation
use. Consequently, operations can be used in a
wider variety of contexts, generally with the fol-
lowing aims [1]: to allow dealing with an impend-
ing or actual failure, to indicate the significance
of a valid result or the circumstances under which
it was obtained, and to allow monitoring the
progress of the operation. In MAS, paraphrasing
[1, page 685], we could say that exceptions are
needed, in general, as a means of conveniently
interleaving actions belonging to different agents.

Indeed, in a distributed system, action effec-
tiveness and decision adequacy depend on the
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availability of the right contextual information
in the right place. This holds also in a MAS
where agents are autonomous and collaborate for
achieving some goals (otherwise unreachable),
and where each agent has just a partial view of
the overall process. Particularly challenging is the
case when some of the agents face exceptional
situations, and the relevant causal dependencies
between events must be built for deliberating the
next actions system-wise. The problem is that,
for exceptions, such contextual information rarely
lies in the same scope in which the exception
occurred. To get the gist, think of a buyer looking
for some flour: the seller finds out that flour is
finished, he/she may call a supplier for restocking
it, but only the buyer knows the purpose of his/her
request, and whether waiting for the next stock is
fine, or if it is necessary to change shop or even
ingredient. Or maybe the buyer is on an errand
for someone else who, however, can deliberate
and take the appropriate action only when the
situation (i.e., the exception) is reported to her.

Differently from object-oriented and actor
programming languages, agents are not tied, re-
spectively, by caller-callee relationships or parent-
child relationships, that also capture who should
know about the exception. MAS, therefore, must
be enriched by including the means for bringing
awareness about exception occurrences from the
agent(s) that detect them to the agent(s) that
can tackle them. An exception (like “flour is
missing”) is a piece of information, concerning
some activity (known to the buyer or the errand
commissioner), that needs to be processed in the
right context. In other terms, such information
will activate a different activity flow in the system
(a different collaboration), that suits the case. Not
every agent will be in position to identify/tackle
exceptions in a ‘good’ or ‘useful’ way.

In order to achieve these purposes, the MAS
specification should be enriched, and we claim
that it should be enriched by specifying a clear
distribution of responsibilities. Specifically, we
see exception handling as involving three ele-
ments: the responsibility for raising an excep-
tion, the responsibility for handling it, and some
feedback to be provided from the exception raiser
to the exception handler [7], [8] – note that the
act of raising an exception may require the joint
efforts of many agents, as well as many agents

may be involved in handling a raised exception;
the involved agents may each be requested to
carry out the same action, or they may be dis-
tributed different tasks which altogether produce
the desired outcome. The introduction of such
responsibilities allows one exploiting the potential
of exceptions in MAS as elements that foster
software composition, along the lines of [1],
keeping into account the social dimension of the
composition.

A way to model responsibilities in MAS is by
way of social commitments. In [9], for instance,
agents face exceptional interactions by adjusting
their commitments at runtime (i.e., by possibly
canceling and creating new commitments). In
[10], instead, commitments are used not only to
formally model interaction scenarios, but also to
model exceptions, that amount to commitments
being violated.

In this work, we rely on agent organizations
which already encompass mechanisms for re-
sponsibility distribution [6]. The organization in-
cludes a decomposition of an organizational goal
into sub-goals, and a normative system. Norms
shape the scope of the responsibilities that agents
take, when joining the organization (what agents
can be asked to do to contribute to the achieve-
ment of the organizational goal). In particular,
they allow coordinating the distributed execution
of the MAS by notifying agents when something
should be done to discharge their responsibilities
as members of the organization: as soon as a spe-
cific organizational goal should be achieved, the
normative system generates an obligation towards
certain agents accordingly. In the next section we
show how we extended JaCaMo’s organizational
model so as to incorporate such responsibility
distribution.

Social Exceptions in JaCaMo
In order to see the newly introduced concepts

at work, we exemplify our proposal by extending
JaCaMo [6]. JaCaMo integrates agents, environ-
ments and organizations. It comprises a struc-
tural dimension, specifying groups of roles, a
functional dimension, including a set of schemes
that capture how the organizational goals are or-
chestrated, and a normative dimension governing
roles and missions. Agents, playing roles, must
explicitly commit to missions, thereby taking on
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Figure 1. Conceptual meta-model of a JaCaMo organization extended for exception handling.

responsibility for missions. Agents will, then, be
solicited to pursue missions by way of obliga-
tions. During the execution of a scheme, the
involved goals can be in the state waiting (the
goal cannot be pursued yet because it depends
on the satisfaction of other goals), enabled (the
goal can be pursued; its preconditions have been
satisfied), or achieved (the agents were able to
achieve the goal).

Figure 1 shows the conceptual meta-model
of JaCaMo extended with some new concepts
to accommodate exceptions and their handling.
To deal with raising and handling exceptions,
we introduce Raising Goals and Handling Goals,
which are generalized by JaCaMo’s Goal concept.
Since instances of these concepts will be included
in missions, agents will assume responsibility
for pursuing them. Both are characterized by a
when clause, that amounts to the state of the
organization in which it makes sense to pursue
the goal. It is possible to specify many raising
(and handling) goals, encoding mutually exclu-
sive ways to raise and handle an exception, to
be pursued in different contexts. The handling
of each exception may involve many agents in
different ways, First, it may be the case that
many agents must each pursue a same goal. Or it
may be the case that for handling an exception a
complex goal must be pursued, whose sub-goals
belong to missions involving different agent. Both
are naturally supported by JaCaMo. Or, third
case, many raising goals may be associated with a
same exception, each of them reporting, possibily
to different handlers, a different facet concerning
the exception. When agents play organizational
roles, they will take on responsibility not only

for “standard” goals, but also for the ones related
to exception handling.

A Notification Policy concerns a goal, in-
cludes a condition and specifies possibly many
Exception Specifications, each of which captures
some raising goals and handling goals by which
the exception is managed. The policy condition
is a logical formula that encodes the state of
the organization in which the policy must be
applied and exception handling process activated.
So far, we restrict the scope to either failure,
delay, or achievement of a goal or a combina-
tion of the previous. The activation of a no-
tification policy aims at gathering information
about what happened. Exception Specifications
include a set of arguments, which denote the
kind of information that the agent, raising the
exception, must provide to the agent handling it.
They amount to predicates (with their arity) that
must be instantiated and made available by the
raising agents. Notification Policys belong to the
scheme that orchestrates the MAS. Let us suppose
that an agent fails in achieving some goal. If
such an eventuality was anticipated at design
time through a suitable policy, there will be a
raising goal in the scheme, that results enabled.
The normative system will issue obligations to
achieve it, directed to the agents which, thanks
to some mission, are responsible for such a goal.
The agents will, then, produce an exception that
complies with the expected arguments and will
raise it. The exception is delivered, through the
organization, to the agents which is responsible
for the corresponding handling goal. The ex-
ception enables the handling goal. The handling
agent will receive an obligation to achieve the
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Figure 2. Cookies production scheme in cookie fac-
tory organization.

handling goal. It is generally expected that when
the handling goal becomes achieved, the situation
has been completely addressed, and the execu-
tion can proceed. Exceptions may also affect the
raising and handling of exceptions themselves;
that is, they may be nested. This situation can
be handled by defining appropriate notification
policies (see next section).

JaCaMo organizations are specified in XML.
At runtime, the XML specification is translated
into a set of normative NOPL programs [11],
which address groups and schemes. Such pro-
grams are interpreted by the organizational in-
frastructure, reified in the environment as a set of
artifacts, that will regulate the functioning of the
organization through the issuing of obligations.
To realize the proposal, we extended the XML
schema so as to encompass the new concepts,
and we extended both the normative program
and the organizational infrastructure (see [12]
for details). Code and examples are available at
https://di.unito.it/moiseexceptions/.

Programming Agent Organizations with
Exceptions: Examples

To illustrate the proposal, we show some
common patterns of exception treatments in an
organization, that is implemented in our extended
JaCaMo. In a candy factory, tarts are produced in
quantities that depend on the orders performed by
customers. We consider a line that produces tarts
with different fillings (cherry, lemon, chocolate).
Besides the filling the ingredients are the same
and the recipe is the same. The production of the
various flavours is scheduled daily, depending on
the orders. The cookie production line includes
the following steps: (i) the ingredients are gath-
ered and the oven is heated at the right temper-

ature; (ii) the ingredients are mixed and molded,
and (iii) the tarts are baked, filled with jam and
packaged. The detailed functional decomposition
scheme of the organization is sketched in Fig-
ure 2.

The organization encompasses the follow-
ing roles: productionLineHead, warehouse, oven-
Operator, and productionManager. Role pro-
ductionManager is in charge of the top-
level goal tartMaking, productionLine-
Head has responsibility for tart molding and
filling. Role warehouse is responsible for
collecting the ingredients, and an ovenOp-
erator for goals cookingTemperature-
Setup, firstTimeBaking and second-
TimeBaking. In JaCaMo, goals are grouped
into missions, which encode the responsibility
distribution: norms link missions to roles, and
when an agent enacts a role it explicitly com-
mits to the missions coming with the role. Each
mission involves a number of agents in between
its minimum and maximum cardinalities, e.g., in
Listing 3 only one.

The designer of the organization identifies the
relevant exceptions for every goal. For instance,
ingredientsCollection could fail due to
ingredients shortage or to a delay in their delivery.
To tackle such exceptions, the designer introduces
in the scheme specification adequate notification
policies1 and update missions accordingly:
Notification Policy id : np1

target : ingredientsCollection
condition: failed ( ingredientsCollection )
Exception Specification id: ingredientsShortage

argument: availableFillings ([ _])
raising goal: notifyIngredientsShortage
handling goal: dealWithIngredientsShortage

Listing 1. ingredientsShortage exception.

Notification Policy id : np2
target : ingredientsCollection
condition: unfulfilled ( obligation (done(ingredientsCollection)))
Exception Specification id: ingredientsDelay

argument: reason(_)
raising goal: notifyIngredientsDelay
handling goal: slowdownProduction

when: reason(healthInspection)

Listing 2. ingredientsDelay exception.

Mission id: mWarehouse
min: 1 max: 1
goals: [ ingredientsCollection , notifyIngredientsShortage,

notifyIngredientsDelay]

1Note that JaCaMo uses XML to specify the organizational
elements. We show here a simplified version, highlighting the
relevant information that must be specified.
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Mission id: mProductionLineHead
min: 1 max: 1
goals: [doughMixingAndFeeding, cutting, jamFilling, packaging,

dealWithIngredientsShortage, slowdownProduction]

Listing 3. Responsibilities for raising and handling
exceptions.

The first policy, np1, captures the
ingredients shortage case as a failure of
goal ingredientsCollection. The second,
np2, captures the goal achievement delay case as
the associated obligation still being “unfulfilled”
at the deadline of ingredientsCollection.
The two policies, then, define raising and
handling goals for the two exceptions; such
goals are assigned to the missions of the most
appropriate roles. Thereby, the responsibilities
for the exception handling process can be
distributed in the MAS.

Concerning ingredients shortage, for instance,
if the missing ingredient is a filling, the pro-
duction line may in general continue working
and give priority to a different flavour, originally
scheduled for later. To this aim, policy np1 may
allow the productionLineHead to get from the
wharehouse a list of the available fillings, and
decide whether it is possible to anticipate the
fulfillment of an order for another flavour. Policy
np2, instead, tackles the case in which the delay
is due to an inspection by a food health authority
because of a possible contamination of a lot.
The warehouse cannot deliver supplies until the
inspection ends and as a result production must
slow down.

It is also possible to define exceptions
concerning the handling goals, as it happens
in many programming languages. For
instance, if no alternative ingredient for
the filling is available, the handling goal
dealWithIngredientsShortage fails,
too. The designer can specify a notification
policy handling this case.

Notification policies allow sharing contextual
information about exceptional situations. Agents
are implemented separately. For example, List-
ing 4 shows an excerpt of a possible implemen-
tation of an agent playing role warehouse.

1 +obligation(Ag,_,done(_,ingredientsCollection,Ag),_)
2 : .my_name(Ag)
3 <− ! ingredientsCollection ;
4 goalAchieved(ingredientsCollection).
5
6 +! ingredientsCollection

7 <− // package and deliver the ingredients
8
9 −! ingredientsCollection
10 <− goalFailed(ingredientsCollection );
11 . fail .
12
13 +obligation(Ag,_,done(_,What,Ag),_)
14 : .my_name(Ag) &
15 What=notifyIngredientsShortage
16 . findall (X, inStockFilling (X),L)
17 <− raiseException(ingredientsShortage,[ availableFillings (L )]);
18 goalAchieved(notifyIngredientsShortage).

Listing 4. The warehouse agent raising
ingredientsShortage exception.

The agent discharges its responsibilities by
way of two plans, reacting to two obliga-
tions. The first (Line 1) refers to the achieve-
ment of goal ingredientsCollection. The
second (Line 13) refers to raising an excep-
tion whenever the first goal fails. The obliga-
tion to achieve ingredientsCollection is
mapped onto an internal goal (Line 3). Should,
for any reason, the agent fail to achieve such
a goal, the plan at Line 9 would be trig-
gered. Note that goalFailed (Line 10) and
raiseException (Line 17) are two operations
provided by our extended infrastructure. The for-
mer allows an agent to mark an organizational
goal as failed. The latter allows an agent to
provide other agents with information about an
exception.

Listing 5 shows an excerpt of a possible im-
plementation of an agent playing role production-
LineHead. Thanks to the feedback provided by
warehouse, if the given list of alternative available
fillings allows it, productionLineHead can use the
exception and combine it with its local knowledge
(the scheduled production), to treat the situation,
e.g., by anticipating the production of another
flavour of tart. The plan below realizes such a
behavior.
+obligation(Ag,_,done(_,What,Ag),_)

: .my_name(Ag) &
What=dealWithIngredientsShortage

<− !dealWithIngredientsShortage;
goalAchieved(dealWithIngredientsShortage).

+!dealWithIngredientsShortage
: raised(_,ingredientsShortage,_,Args) &

.member(availableFillings(AF),Args) &
productionSchedule(S) & .member(OtherTartType,S) &
tartRecipe(OtherTartType,Filling ) & .member(Filling,AF)

<− !ancitipateInSchedule(OtherTartType);
goalReleased(ingredientsCollection).

Listing 5. Plans to handle an
ingredientsShortage exception by the
productionLineHead agent.
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In JaCaMo many agents may play a same
role and commit to the same mission, taking
responsibility for the same goals. An optional
cardinality, associated to each goal, specifies the
minimum number of agents that must achieve
the goal to consider it as satisfied. By default it
amounts to all the committed agents. We leverage
on this feature to model situations where the
raising (or handling) of an exception requires the
cooperation of different agents. For instance, the
tart production can encompass many warehouses.
Thus, in case goal ingredientsCollection
fails because the cherry filling is missing, not only
the warehouse at issue will have to achieve the
raising goal notifyIngredientsShortage
returning also as feedback a (possibly empty) list
of available fillings, but all the other warehouse
agents are asked to achieve the same raising goal,
contributing with analogous lists. This feature
enables the gathering of feedback from multiple
sources, each one having only a partial view of
the situation.

Similarly, a handling goal can be assigned
to many agents, playing the same role. This
permits capturing situations where, for handling a
given exception, many agents need to take action.
Suppose that the baking is interrupted due to a
fire breakout. All the agents in the factory are
then asked to leave the building immediately and
call the firemen. To tackle this scenario, it is
convenient adding one more role – worker –
generalizing all the previously defined roles, as
well as the following notification policy:

Notification Policy id : np3
target : tartMaking
condition: failed (cookingTemperatureSetup) ∨

failed (firstTimeBaking) ∨
failed (secondTimeBaking)

Exception Specification id: ovenBroken
argument: status(_)
raising goal: notifyProblemWithOven
handling goal: leaveBuildingImmediately ∧

(call911 min: 1)
when: status( fire )

handling goal: notifyTechSupport
when: status(noHeat)

Listing 6. ovenBroken exception.

This includes two handling goals, to be con-
sidered depending on what exception has
been reported by the raising goal. The first
(status(fire)) targets a fire, while the sec-
ond (status(noHeat)) targets a fault re-
quiring the tech support assistance. In the

former case, the responsibility of both han-
dling goals leaveBuildingImmediately
and call911 is given to role worker. Thereby,
the corresponding obligations will be issued to-
wards all the agents playing such a role. However,
while goal leaveBuildingImmediately
must be achieved by each role player (no min-
imum cardinality specified), goal call911 is
satisfied as soon as it is achieved by one of
the involved agents (see the goal’s minimum
cardinality).

Defining many handling goals for an excep-
tion, allows the same exception to be handled by
different agents in different circumstances, see the
next missions:
Mission id: mWorker

min: 4 max: 4
goals: [ leaveRoomImmediately, call911]

Mission id: mProductionLineHead
min: 1 max: 1
goals: [doughMixingAndFeeding, ..., notifyTechSupport]

Listing 7. Raising and handling responsibilities for
ovenBroken exception.

Norms assign the first mission to all the workers
(four agents in our case) and the second to the
productionLineHead only. The actual handling
will involve different agents, depending on what
feedback is provided as exception argument and,
consequently, which remediation is applied. Fur-
thermore, since raising and handling goals can
encompass many sub-goals, possibly ascribed to
different roles, the responsibility of raising and
handling an exception can be distributed through
several agents.

Finally, exceptions can be composed
and handled concertedly. For instance,
if goals cookingTemperatureSetup
and ingredientsCollection both
fail, instead of handling these failures
separately, we can devise a new concerted
tartPreparationException exception,
involving also productionManager in its
handling.
Notification Policy id : np4

target : tartMaking
condition: failed ( ingredientsCollection ) ∧

failed (cookingTemperatureSetup)
Exception Specification id: tartPreparationException

argument: affectedTartTypes([_])
raising goal: notifyTartPreparationException
handling goal: alertCustomers

Listing 8. Concerted tartPreparationException.
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Mission id: mProductionLineHead
min: 1 max: 1
goals: [..., notifyTartPreparationException]

Mission id: mProductionManager
min: 1 max: 1
goals: [tartMaking, alertCustomers]

Listing 9. Raising and handling responsibilities for
tartPreparationException exception.

The exception is raised only when both
goals ingredientsCollection and
cookingTemperatureSetup are marked
as failed. The responsibility for the raising
goal notifyTartPreparationException
is ascribed to productionLineHead, and for
the handling goal alertCustomers to
productionManager, via the missions associated
with these roles. When the exception does occur,
productionLineHead produces a list of tart types
affected by the failure, as exception argument,
that productionManager will be able to use to
determine which customers must be alerted.

Remarks
Exploiting the organization as an interaction
medium allows realizing a clear separation be-
tween the implementation of the coordination
logic and the implementation of the agents –
objective coordination, following [13], [14]. Co-
ordination becomes a first-class element, imple-
mented by an artifact that the agents use for
carrying out their interaction. Our proposal fol-
lows this paradigm. Notification policies specify
how tasks should be coordinated to raise or han-
dle an exception, and agents’ coordination takes
place thanks to events (i.e. obligations) that occur
within the organization itself and that signal the
agents when some task is needed. This brings
along some positive consequences. In particular,
provided that agents are receptive to the set of
generated obligations, notification policies can be
changed with (possibly) no impact on the agents’
code.

For instance, the notification policy in List-
ing 6 comprises two different handling goals,
activated in different circumstances. The choice
of which to activate is out of the scope of the
agents. It depends, instead, on the state of the
organization. A change to such a policy, e.g.,
removing one of the two handling goals, or
changing activation conditions or when condi-
tions, would be completely transparent to the

agents. Such a flexibility, of course, promotes
code reuse since the same agent can be exploited
in different applications as long as the agent can
provide the proper tasks.

Another advantage of our proposal is that, by
considering exception handling as a matter of re-
sponsibility distribution, one can program agents
just by looking at their responsibilities, capturing
in a similar way both the normal and exceptional
behaviors. This allows an organization designer
to configure different responsibility distributions
by simply moving raising and handling goals
from one mission to another. Of course, the
implementation of the agents will be such to
discharge all their responsibilities, but there will
be no need to define ad hoc interaction protocols
between them. Thus, agents can be implemented
in isolation: each focusing just on its own set
of responsibilities, whereas the organization is in
charge of the coordination with the others.

Related Works
Exception handling has been addressed in

several works of the MAS literature, but these
consider exception handling as a mechanisms
for tackling certain errors, that could emerge in
the system. None of such approaches consider
exceptions as a sophisticate means of distributed
composition. In particular, as far as we know, no
other approach in the literature focuses on the
significance of a valid result or the circumstances
under which it was obtained nor they support
agents cooperation in raising (or handling) an
exception, a feature that is enabled by such infor-
mation. This represents an important step forward
towards composition in distributed systems, that
is enabled by such information. We report a brief
description of the most relevant proposals.

One of the first attempts is the guardian [15],
a global entity that orchestrates the exception
handling actions of a set of agents. When an
exception is detected, the guardian applies a re-
covery rule, that usually entails some exception
handling procedures by the affected agents.

Sentinels [16], a decentralized evolution of the
guardian, are special agents that form a sort of
control structure over the MAS, introduced to
realize a fault-tolerance layer. They do not partake
in the problem solving, but they can intervene if
necessary, e.g., by choosing alternative problem
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solving methods (like excluding faulty agents).
Also commitment-based protocols are used

for dealing with exceptions [10], [17]. Indeed,
the flexibility of commitments allows creating
preference structures over runs and also merging
specific handling protocols inside runs. These
approaches, so far, do not tackle the aspects con-
cerning the information that is exchanged, which
in exceptions captures the significance of a result
or the circumstances under which it was obtained,
and allows deciding te best continuation.

Similar considerations can be made for
Bungie [3], a proposal that supports capturing and
recovering the loss of messages due to an unre-
liable communication channel. It exploits several
patterns for extending an information-based pro-
tocol so as to optimize the way in which missing
messages are detected and resent.

In the context of normative MAS, [18] pro-
poses an approach for exception handling in inter-
action protocols, where both interaction protocols
and exception handlers are modeled by means of
obligations in deontic logic. Exceptions are seen
as abnormal situations in which agents cannot re-
lease some obligation. The obligation is canceled
and, similarly to [17], a handler is sought for
in a repository. Exception handlers are modeled
in terms of new obligations that agents have to
satisfy to handle the situation.

In [19] exception handling is seen as a tool
that each agent can activate internally, to preserve
self-control despite the occurrence of exceptional
events. The execution model is extended so as to
allow the agent to evaluate exceptions and select
handlers. The proposal bears similarities with the
mechanism adopted in the Jason language [6]
to deal with failures which are local to a given
agent. Here, the programmer can define dedicated
contingency plans (handlers) to undertake when
a plan fails.

Conclusions
We see exception handling in distributed sys-

tems as a social concern, grounded on the notion
of responsibility. Exception handling is much
more than a mechanism for coping with run-
time problems. It is a means of distributed com-
position. Under this new perspective, exception
handling is a software engineering tool, that can
be used to develop loosely coupled distributed

systems, modeled in this paper as MAS, and with
high cohesive components (i.e., the agents). Low
coupling is achieved by limiting the interaction
between the raising and handling agents to the
exception itself, whose structure is part of the
organization specification. The raising agent does
not even need to know who will handle the ex-
ception. In our approach, we ground the treatment
of exceptions on responsibility. This endows the
exception handling mechanism with a normative
power, that yields the obligations agents receive
for raising and handling goals. On the other hand,
high cohesion is promoted since the designer
has the flexibility to ascribe the tasks of raising
and handling exceptions to the agents that have
the right functionalities to accomplish them. As
we have shown, these tasks can even amount to
complex goals, whose sub-goals are distributed
among many agents.

The proposal could find application also in
the area of Business Processes. Formalisms like
BPMN provide a fairly expressive mechanism
to model exceptional situations that may occur
during the distributed execution of a business
process. However, exceptions are modeled just as
events, and the designer cannot take advantage of
the contextual information that would possibly as-
sociate with the exception itself. In this sense, our
proposal paves the way for a fruitful application
of MAS to support the realization of distributed
business processes (see e.g., [20]).
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